NOVEMBER ’21 NEWSLETTER (2)
Greetings to all Come Singing friends,
We are always talking about our changeable weather! It provides an endless subject for
conversation and helps to unite us.
Over history there have been hundreds of sayings about the weather that are sometimes
called weather lore. Here are a few and I’m sure you will know plenty more!
Do you know this clever tongue twister?
“Whether the weather is cold, or whether the weather is hot,
We’ll weather the weather, whatever the weather
Whether we like it or not!”
Here are some well known examples of weather lore:
Red sky at night, shepherd’s delight.
Red sky in the morning, shepherd’s warning.
Rain before seven, clear before eleven.
Clear moon, frost soon.
A cold November, a warm Christmas.
Cows lie down when it’s going to rain.
The higher the clouds, the finer the weather.
Mackerel sky, mackerel sky,
Never long wet, never long dry.
When clouds appear like towers,
The earth is refreshed by frequent showers.
Despite the latest technology used by the Met. Office, research has shown that over half all
adults prefer these old sayings to predict the weather!
Even animal behaviour is said to foretell the weather. You may know the ones about
seagulls, frogs, cows, cats, swans .... ? (See last page).
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Rainbows
We know that rainbows are rare and that a mythical pot of gold is buried at their foot. In
reality they are formed when sunlight is scattered from raindrops. They are best viewed
when the sun is behind us and low in the sky and there has to be rain or moisture in the
atmosphere.
Here is a mnemonic to remember the colours of the rainbow in the correct order:
“Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain”
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet
Somewhere over the rainbow (Garland) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSZxmZmBfnU
I can see clearly now (Johnny Cash)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_rB4v75jqU
What a wonderful world (Armstrong) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3yCcXgbKrE
This famous poem by William Wordsworth expresses what we might feel about rainbows.
My heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky:
So was it when my life began;
So is it now I am a man;
So be it when I shall grow old,
Or let me die!
The Child is father of the Man;
And I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural piety.
A quiz about the weather in songs (answers and links at the end)
1.

Where did Buddy Holly say it was raining?

2.

What did Morecambe and Wise always ask for at the end of their shows?

3.

Where was the answer blowing according to Peter, Paul and Mary?

4.

Who had a hit in the 1950s about just walking in the rain?

5.

Which pop group liked to laze on a sunny afternoon?

6.

Who was the film star who had a hit in the 50s with ‘You are my Sunshine?’

7.

The same star sang with Dean Martin “I really can’t stay Oh but it’s ???”

8.

What did Donovan try to catch?

9.

“Don’t know why there’s no sun up in the sky” What sort of weather was this?

10.

Where did the raindrops keep falling?

And finally, “An Ode to the Weatherman”
And in the dying embers,
These are my main regrets
When I’m right no one remembers,
When I’m wrong no one forgets!
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Favourite music
We all love singing but often enjoy other music as well. If you also have a particular piece of
music you enjoy listening to, please let us know and we can find a link to it for others to
enjoy. If there is a special reason for your choice, you might like to write a little about it, too.
Sophie has started us off with this idea, by sending in a link to her favourite piece of music.
‘The Grand March’ from ‘Aida’ byVerdi
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=MEMOxCp2o0M
In fact, your contributions in any form will be welcome: heatheredwards.music@gmail.com

A seasonal recipe

English celery seems to be available at the moment and has an excellent flavour. Why not
try this easy recipe for some tasty warming soup.
CREAM OF CELERY SOUP
A large onion

¾ pt vegetable stock (or cubes)

A head of celery

½ pt milk

A potato

A bay leaf

1 oz butter

2 tbsp single cream (optional)

Chop onion, celery and potato quite small and put in a large saucepan to soften in melted
butter for about 10 – 15 mins.
Add stock, bay leaf, milk and seasoning. Bring to boil, cover and simmer for 30mins until
soft.
Cool a little, remove bay leaf and blend or liquidise.
To serve, heat gently, check seasoning and add cream. Garnish with chopped celery leaves.
This soup freezes well.
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MY FAIR LADY
This popular film was released in 1964 and was adapted from the earlier Broadway musical
by Lerner and Loewe. It was based on Pygmalion, a famous play by George Bernard Shaw.
Set in London during the early 1900s, Professor Henry Higgins boasts that he could teach
Eliza Doolittle, a cockney flower girl, to speak and behave like a Duchess.
“The difference between a lady and a flower girl is not how she behaves, but how she is
treated.”
Eliza willingly agrees to speech lessons to improve her job prospects and moves in. Soon her
father, Alfred visits and agrees to accept £5 in recompense. The professor finds Eliza quick
to learn and takes her to Ascot as a test. She does well, but spoils it by relapsing into
cockney when cheering on her horse!
The following test is to attend an Embassy Ball. This is a resounding success. However, Eliza
is furious when the Professor ignores her part in the transformation. She leaves Higgins who
searches for her and after another misunderstanding, the two are eventually reconciled.
The stars of the film were

Audrey Hepburn

Rex Harrison

Stanley Holloway

Jeremy Brett

Eliza Doolittle

Professor Higgins

Alfred Doolittle

Freddie Eynsford-Hill

Eliza’s singing was performed by Marni Nixon and the splendid costumes were created by
Cecil Beaton.
MY FAIR LADY QUIZ QUESTIONS (answers and links at the end)
1. How long could Eliza have danced?
2. Who was to be “spruced up and lookin’ in his prime”?
3. In which song are the words “By George she’s got it!”?
4. “Her smiles, her frowns, her ups her downs.” Which song do these lyrics come from?
5. Which song contains the words “that towering feeling”?
6. Who wanted “warm ’ands, warm feet”?
7. Who sang “Why can’t a woman be more like a man!”?
8. What was needed in this song: “The Lord above made man to help his neighbour...”?
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LARRY ADLER

Do you remember Larry Adler? He was a very famous virtuoso of the harmonica or mouth
organ from the 1950s until his death in 2001. Not only did he play, he also acted in several
films, composed music and wrote two autobiographies!
Lawrence Cecil Adler was born in America in1914 and taught himself to play the mouth
organ although he could not read music. He ran away from home to find his fortune in New
York and his talent was quickly recognised. He came to London in the 1930s and rapidly
made a name for himself rising to stardom on the stage and radio. It seemed that Larry
could play serious music on his harmonica too, ranging from Gershwin to Vaughan Williams.
After his hit with Rhapsody in Blue, Gershwin said “The goddam thing sounds as if I wrote it
for you!” There are some links below to a few of the tunes played by him. Due to his
popularity, harmonica sales increased 20 fold in the UK. Then in 1949 Adler made his home
in London.
His famous hit with the music from the film Genevieve even gained him an Oscar
nomination in the 1950s. Larry Adler became a household name, making numerous
appearances on television, stage and screen and making hundreds of recordings and a lot of
money. He died at the age of 87.
Summertime (with Itzak Perlman)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrdauSqH_EI

Rhapsody in Blue (Gershwin)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZI8uB7KfSU

Midnight Cowboy (John Barry)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4SlmctTR5_o

Caravan (Juan Tizol 1937)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJS235qHhrA

I got rhythm (Gershwin)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Epq8siKTg1c

Genevieve (Larry Adler)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YROu0LR5ZS4
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Animals foretelling the weather
Seagull, seagull sit on the sand, it’s never good weather when you’re on land
If birds fly low expect rain and a blow.
Frogs will call before rain, but in the sun are quiet again.
A cow with its tail to the West, makes the weather best
A cow with its tail to the East, makes the weather least.
If a cat washes her face o’er her ear ‘tis a sign the weather will be fine and clear.
If swans arrive early for winter, expect a severe one.
When the wind is in the North, the skilful fisherman goes not forth
When the wind is in the East, ’tis neither good for man nor beast
When the wind is in the South, it blows the flies in the fishes mouth
When the wind is in the West, there it is the very best.
The Weather Quiz
1. In my heart

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lLeZof1wGps

2. Sunshine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfXjDELeW5M

3. In the wind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfXjDELeW5M

4. Johnny Ray

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uCsvWgmjwg

5. The Kinks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9QczCdt2WY

6. Doris Day

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZ__nsD-9lg

7. Cold outside

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--2Mwp7X-X0

8. The wind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xGblitaWMI

9. Stormy weather

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-EpwL-udZc

10. On my head

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VyA2f6hGW4

My Fair Lady Quiz
1. I could have danced

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hA9bEKKxTNU

2. Alfred I’m getting married

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gM3hvGWfYu0

3. The rain in Spain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xmADMB2utAo

4. Accustomed to her face

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuoH6VT5Yhs

5. On the street

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0udu4KYv1zI

6. Eliza Wouldn’t it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q5fW7sERw7I

7. Henry Higgins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxOMTK5bYFA

8. A little bit of luck

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxOMTK5bYFA
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